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Abstract. The development of computer networks makes image files transportation via
network become more and more convenient. However, the security of most existing image
encryption methods requires to be further improved. In this paper, we present an Image
Encryption algorithm combining an Improved generalized discrete Arnold transformation
and a Nonlinear Chaotic map (IEIANC). It adopts the scrambling and diffusion encryp-
tion framework. First, it designs an extra 256-bit key to make the key space large enough.
Next, it utilizes an improved generalized discrete Arnold transformation to scramble im-
age pixels, and divides the scrambled image into several blocks. Finally, it applies a
nonlinear chaotic map to diffuse these blocks. The experimental results show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: Image encryption, Discrete Arnold transformation, Nonlinear chaotic map

1. Introduction. The fast development of computer and network technologies has great-
ly changed people’s communications ways [1]. Transmission over the Internet for digital
multimedia content becomes more and more frequent; yet the sharing and openness of the
network seriously threaten the security of the transmitted multimedia information. Thus,
people have to pay more attention to the security of multimedia information. Among
various image information protection methods, image encryption technique is one of the
most common and efficient methods. However, due to the high correlation among pixels,
special storage format and bulky data capacity in an image, many traditional block ciphers
such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data Encryption Standard (DES) and
International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) are not suitable for image encryption
[2]. During the past few years, many studies discovered that an image encryption scheme
combining the permutation and diffusion stages was available to overcome the above
shortcomings. For example, Chen et al. [3] proposed a confusion-diffusion architecture
based image encryption scheme that employed a 3D cat map to shuffle the locations of
pixels and used another chaotic map to confuse the relationship between the plain-image
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and cipher-image. Zhu et al. [4] presented an image cryptosystem employing an Arnold
cat map for bit-level permutation and a logistic map for diffusion. In the cryptosystem,
when a bit in one pixel was exchanged with a bit in another pixel, the information in these
two pixels was exchanged and their values were changed. Zhu et al. [5] also proposed
an image encryption scheme applying a generalized Arnold map to performing a bit-
level permutation procedure and affine cipher to execute a diffusion procedure. Although
most of the above proposed combined methods could obtain good encryption effect, they
adopted a one-dimensional chaos system, e.g., logistic map, or a high dimensional chaos
map to perform the diffusion process. These chaotic systems still have many irritating
weaknesses, such as small key space and weak security. In this paper, we adopt the
permutation-diffusion framework and present an Image Encryption algorithm combining
an Improved discrete Arnold transformation and a Nonlinear Chaotic map (IEIANC).
IEIANC designs a 256-bit key to make the key space large enough, and uses the improved
discrete Arnold transformation to scramble an image and nonlinear chaotic map to diffuse
an image. The experimental results show the validity of the proposed image encryption
algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the chaotic system
is introduced. The proposed image encryption scheme is presented in Section 3. The
security analysis and evaluation are presented in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2. Chaotic System.

2.1. L-T cascade transformation. The L-T cascade transformation that is the cascade
of a Logistic map and a Tent map can be written as [6],

wn+1 = 1− p |vwn(1− wn)− (1/p)| , (1)

where, p ∈ [0, 2], v ∈ [0, 4] are system initial values, w ∈ [0, 1] is an initial value.

2.2. Improved generalized two-dimensional Arnold transformation. Generalized
two-dimensional Arnold transformation [5] is a one-to-one map of two-dimensional area-
preserving. Since it is unavailable for zero vector and cannot resist differential attack,
many nonlinear variables are introduced in this paper to improve it.

Generalized two-dimensional Arnold transformation can be written as,

xn+1 = (axn + byn) mod N,
yn+1 = (cxn + dyn) mod N,

(2)

where a, b, c, d are positive integers. Improved generalized two-dimensional Arnold trans-
formation expression can be written as [7],

xn+1 = (xn + hyn) mod N,
yn+1 = (gxn + (hg + 1)yn + ef(xn+1)) mod N,

(3)

where, e, g and h are positive integers, and f(xn+1) that can take the form, f(xn+1) =
(xn+1)

r + d, r ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 7}, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 255}, is a nonlinear function.
The corresponding inverse transformation expression can be written as,

xn =

(∣∣∣∣ xn+1 h
yn+1 − ef(xn+1) hg − 1

∣∣∣∣) mod N,

yn =

(∣∣∣∣ 1 xn+1

g yn+1 − ef(xn+1)

∣∣∣∣) mod N,

(4)

where, e, g and h are positive integers, and f(xn+1) that can take the form, f(xn+1) =
(xn+1)

r + d, r ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 7}, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 255}, is a nonlinear function.
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2.3. Nonlinear chaotic map. In this section, we will introduce another chaotic map,
nonlinear chaotic map, the definition of which can be written as [8],

xn+1 = [u× µ1 × (1− xn)2 × yn + zn] mod 1,

yn+1 = [u× µ2 × xn+1 + (1 + (yn)2)× zn] mod 1,

zn+1 = [u× µ3 × sin(xn+1)× zn + yn+1] mod 1,

(5)

where, 0 < u < 3.999, |µ1| > 29.5, |µ2| > 31.3, |µ3| > 25.1, mod 1 refers to selecting the
fraction part, i.e., x mod 1 = x− ⌊x⌋.

3. Description of the Proposed Image Encryption Algorithm.

3.1. Encryption process. Without loss of generality, assume that the plaintext P is
a grayscale image sizing of M × N . The detailed encryption process of IEIANC can be
described as the following.

(1) Use a 256-bits binary number to represent a key, and divide it into k1, k2, . . . , k32

with each ki (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 32) representing an integer ranging of [0, 255]. The initial
state of each variable of the encryption system can take the following forms,

key = [k1, k2, . . . , k32], (6)

xork = k1 ⊕ k2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ k32, (7)

avi =

 ∑
x∈[1,M ],y∈[1,N ]

P (x, y)/(M ×N)

 , (8)

avk = 2×

(⌊
32∑
i=1

ki/32

⌋
mod 3 + 1

)
, (9)

w0 = (k1 + k3 + k5 + k7 + xork + avi) /212 + 0.2, (10)

p = (k2 + k4 + k6 + k8 + xork + avi) /212 + 1.7, (11)

v = (k9 + k11 + k13 + k15 + xork + avi) /212 + 3.7, (12)

e = 1, (13)

r = 3, (14)

d =

xork +
∑

x∈[1,M ],y∈[1,N ]

P (x, y)

 mod 256, (15)

u = (k10 + k12 + k14 + k16 + xork + avi) /212 + 3.7, (16)

µ1 = (k17 + k18 + k19 + k20 + xork + avi) /212 + 30, (17)

µ2 = (k19 + k20 + k21 + k22 + xork + avi) /212 + 32, (18)

µ3 = (k21 + k22 + k23 + k24 + xork + avi) /212 + 26, (19)

x0 = (k25 + k26 + k27 + k28 + xork + avi) /212 + 0.2, (20)

y0 = (k27 + k28 + k29 + k30 + xork + avi) /212 + 0.2, (21)

z0 = (k29 + k30 + k31 + k32 + xork + avi) /212 + 0.2, (22)

where, w0, e, r, d, x0, y0 and z0 are initial values of the L-T cascade map and improved
generalized two-dimensional Arnold transformation, p, v, u, µ1, µ2 and µ3 are initial
control parameters of the L-T cascade map and nonlinear chaotic map.

(2) Substitute the initial values w0 and control parameters p into Equation (1) to iterate
1000 + 2average k times. To avoid the transient effects, we discard the iteration values
before 1000 times such that the results are more random, and substitute the remaining
2average k iteration values into Equation (23).

s =
⌊
wi × 102

⌋
mod 10 + 1 i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2average k. (23)
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(3) Substitute s into Equations (24) and (25) to obtain h and g.

h = si i = 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2average− 1, (24)

g = si i = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2average. (25)

(4) Substitute h, g, e, r, d into Equation (4) to gain a scrambled image, denoted by P ′.
(5) Decompose P ′ into m× n sub-blocks scaled as M/m×N/n, denote each sub-block

by Ai, i ∈ [1,m × n], and convert Ai to a one-dimensional vector Bi (from left to right,
and top to bottom).

(6) Set j ← 1, and substitute initial values x0, y0, z0, and control parameters u, µ1, µ2,
µ3 into Equation (5) to iterate. Discard the former 1000 iteration values and continue to
iterate 15000 times with the 1001st value being the initial value to obtain the real value
sequences xi, yi, zi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

(7) Substitute xi into Equation (26).

Xj =
⌊
xi × 102

⌋
mod (M/m×N/n) + 1. (26)

(8) Define an array (denoted by S) of length M/m×N/n. If Xi has appeared in S or
Xi = i, abandon Xi; otherwise, deposit Xi into S. When the array is filled in, the S-box
is generated, i.e., S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sM/m×N/n}.

(9) Use S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sM/m×N/n} to scramble sequence Bj to obtain Cj.
(10) Substitute yi, zi into Equations (27) and (28).

Yj =
⌊
yi × 103

⌋
mod 256 i = 1, 2, . . . , M/m×N/n, (27)

Zj =
⌊
zi × 103

⌋
mod 256 i = 1, 2, . . . , M/m×N/n. (28)

(11) Use the following two equations to encrypt,

Dj(i) = ((Cj(i)⊕ Yj(i) + Zj(i)) mod 256)⊕ avi i = 1, (29)

Dj(i) = ((Cj(i)⊕ Yj(i) + Zj(i)) mod 256)⊕Dj(i−1) i = 2, 3, . . . , M/m×N/n, (30)

where ⊕ represents XOR operation, Dj(i) denotes the i-th pixel of the j-th block cipher.
Note: avi that is the average pixel value of a plaintext image will be used to encrypt the
1-st pixel of the corresponding ciphertext image in this paper.

(12) Let j ← j + 1, and repeat Steps (6)-(11) until j = m × n, where x0, y0, z0

respectively represent the last three pixels of the former ciphertext image. Output the
ciphertext D when all pixels are encrypted.

(13) If a higher security is required, begin at the ciphertext of the last four pixels and
from back to front, return to Steps (6)-(12).

3.2. Decryption process. The decryption process and encryption process are opposite,
i.e., reverse Steps (2)-(7). In this way, the ciphertext image can be restored.

4. Experimental Results and Performance Analysis.

4.1. Experimental results. To verify the effectiveness of IEIANC, we adopt three fa-
mous indexes, Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR), Unified Average Changing Inten-
sity (UACI) [9] and information entropy [10], to evaluate the encryption effect of IEIANC
and compare it with the algorithms proposed in [11-18] because IEIANC has the same en-
cryption stages as the literature except for the chaotic maps. A 256× 256 Lena grayscale
picture shown in Figure 1(a) is used as the plaintext. We will operate only one encryption
round with M = 256, N = 256, m = 32, n = 32 and use the following encryption key,
100 130 63 112 23 18 114 30 156 120 127 100 27 190 11 119 26 19 110 57 149 124 23 168
101 30 141 65 12 64 91 116 (32 decimal numbers, each number can be written in an 8-bit
binary number, a total of 256 bits). The encrypted image is shown in Figure 1(b).
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(a) Original image (b) Encrypted image

Figure 1. Original image and its encrypted image

4.2. Differential attack test. NPCR and UACI are adopted to analyze encryption
effects, and the ideal values of NPCR and UACI are 100% and 33.333% respectively.
Suppose two ciphertext images C1, C2, the corresponding plaintext images are the same
except for only one pixel. Use Equations (31) and (32) to calculate NPCR and UACI [9],

NPCR =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

D(i, j)× 100%, (31)

UACI =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

|C1(i, j)− C2(i, j)|
255

× 100%, (32)

where, M and N respectively represent the width and height of the image, C1(i, j) and
C2(i, j) respectively denote the pixels at position (i, j) of two ciphertext images which
originate from the plaintext and the one pixel changed plaintext. If C1(i, j) ̸= C2(i, j),
then D(i, j) = 1; otherwise, D(i, j) = 0.

Table 1. NPCR and UACI of ciphertext of Lena

Image Lena Ref. [11] Ref. [12] Ref. [13] Ref. [14] IEIANC
NPCR 0.9963 0.9962 0.9961 0.9961 0.9958 0.9963
UACI 0.3351 0.3346 0.3346 0.3346 0.3341 0.3351

Table 1 depicts the NPCR and UACI of the ciphertext of Lena obtained by different
algorithms. The results show that IEIANC is sensitive to the plaintext, and has a high
capability of resisting the differential attack.

4.3. Entropy analysis. In this paper, the information entropy reflecting the randomness
of the occurrence of the pixel gray values in the encryption results is used. Denote by m
the information source, and use Equation (33) to calculate the entropy [10],

H(m) =
2n−1∑
i=0

p(mi)log2

1

p(mi)
. (33)

Here, p(mi) represents the probability of the occurrence of pixel gray value mi. According
to Equation (33), if the information entropy H(m) = 8, the information is then completely
random, and the disorder of the information is the strongest, that is, the information
entropy of the ciphertext should be close to 8.
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Table 2. Information entropy of Lena ciphertext

Methods Ref. [15] Ref. [16] Ref. [17] Ref. [18] IEIANC
Entropy 7.9971 7.9965 7.9968 7.9966 7.9974

Table 2 depicts the information entropy of ciphertext of Lena obtained by different
algorithms. We can make the observation that the encryption effect of IEIANC is better
since its information entropy is closer to 8.

5. Conclusion and Looking. A block encryption algorithm combining an improved
generalized two-dimensional Arnold map and a nonlinear chaotic map is proposed in this
paper. Its image encryption process consists of two stages: scrambling and diffusion. In
the scrambling stage, it divides an image into several sub-blocks that are respectively
scrambled by an improved generalized two-dimensional Arnold map; as a result, it dis-
turbs the correlation among adjacent pixels. Furthermore, by introducing the nonlinear
variable, the improved Arnold map becomes a non-quasi-affine transformation that can
resist differential attack. Meanwhile, the usage of the Arnold map significantly expands
the scrambling period, which further breaks the correlation among adjacent pixels. In the
diffusion stage, A nonlinear chaotic map is applied to diffuse the sub-blocks to enhance
the proposed algorithm’s ability of resisting chosen plaintext and known plaintext attacks.
The results via simulation show the effectiveness of the proposed encryption algorithm.
In the future, the feasibility of combining chaotic encryption system and DNA rules to
further enhance the security of image encryption will be investigated.
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